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5) Sedgefield Racecourse March 2014 
 
 

 
 

 
This meeting in early 2014, my second visit to Sedgefield was a big day for me. Transient Bay, 
my latest and third significant venture into racehorse ownership (5% share) was having his 
first run for Philip Kirby in the concluding bumper race. Like the rest of the racing partnership 
the Tomlinsons were there in numbers. In fact an impressive sixteen of the twenty racing 
partnership members attended.  Falling on a Sunday the meeting was ideal for a family day 
out so the four of us plus my Dad made the trip up the A1. Unfortunately the weather did not 
play its part, the day described as bleak by my wife. Cold, wet and windy it was with conditions 
getting worse as the day progressed. Not ideal when you have a runner in the concluding 
bumper! For a weekend this was a very poorly attended meeting. Together with the weather, 
nearby Sunderland's appearance in the Carling Cup Final meant punters where few and far 
between. A high percentage of attendees were clearly owners, a fact strongly suggested by 
the large queue at the owner’s entrance. (Something I have not seen before or since). Later 
in the day we crossed over to the centre of the course to let the kids enjoy the park there. 
Genuinely there was a total crowd of around twenty five enjoying one bookmaker, a tote 
terminal, a dingy canteen area and the view in the picture above. Not one for the website. 
 
This meeting did not go well from a betting perspective though on a couple of occasions did 
show some promise. In the first I lazily backed the odds on favourite and came unstuck. In the 
second things looked very encouraging as the runners turned for home. Long-time leader 
Boris the Blade was being stalked by my selection Caerlaverock who cruised into the lead two 
out at odds of 10-1. The picture changed however approaching the last as suddenly 
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Caerlaverock was running on empty and the grey Boris the Blade rallied gamely to take the 
contest by two lengths. The defeat was compounded by the ridicule of my son Jake who had 
selected the winner only for it to be dismissed by me as ungenuine! The winner returned at 
25-1. Even when I did finally get a winner in race six (short priced favourite Tokyo Javilex) the 
outcome was far from joyous. Upon collection I was handed my winnings in Scottish notes 
which I requested be changed. Though he did comply the grumpy bookmaker was far from 
impressed. 
 
The big race arrived. Time for my new horse to have his debut run. I had spoken to trainer 
Philip Kirby a little earlier in the day in the racecourse betting shop and he sounded hopeful, 
predicting a promising run, though not expecting to compete with some of the more 
experienced contenders. Not for the first time his insight proved correct. The partnership 
gathered in the parade ring both expectant and very large in size. In contrast eventual winner 
Debooch had a total set of connections of one jockey, Jason Maguire. His victory would be 
his fourth of the day, a win which would see our race later featured on Sky Sports news. Our 
horse Transient Bay ran a promising race in fourth around twelve lengths behind the winner. 
As a group of owners we were very happy with this initial run, jockey Kyle James seemed 
particularly pleased with the performance and the horse’s attitude. We even picked up a little 
prize money for fourth place. Phil had also said that anything he achieves now would be a 
bonus as this potential staying chaser would only really come into his own over a much longer 
distance. Grand National 2019 here we come! 

 
 
15) Hexham Racecourse November 2014 
 

 



In November 2014 my Dad and I attended Hexham races to watch Transient Bay make his 
debut over hurdles. Following a couple of promising runs in national hunt flat races the 
previous year this marked the start of his second season as a racehorse. This was my Dad’s 
first visit to Hexham and my second. The course has a quite picturesque setting in rural 
surroundings with a natural hillside amphitheatre which provides good viewing. The racecard 
identifies the course as Britain’s most scenic. I can see where they are coming from. Perhaps 
though the statement should be qualified with “weather permitting.” This cold, cloudy day 
would not do the course justice. Undeterred, on arrival we went to collect our owner’s badges. 
A simple task you would imagine.  

Not on this day. Most racecourses allocate at least six free badges to owners and offer 
additional ones at half price. On this occasion my name was listed to get a free extra badge 
allocated to the jockey, no doubt to maximise our free badges. I was given free entry and able 
to pay half price for my Dad but there was an issue. My dad was given a voucher for a free 
bowl of soup but I was not. I had the audacity to politely request the same. My jockey’s badge 
it seemed was frowned upon and did not qualify for soup so I was given short shrift by the 
team managing this entry process. I could have protested further, perhaps ironically stating 
that I would still make my allotted weight even after consuming the soup. However, the queue 
was building up behind us and I could instinctively tell I was onto a loser. Now I like soup, 
especially on a day like this but it’s not really about the soup. Anywhere you go as a customer 
you want to be made to feel welcome. In horseracing owners are absolutely key to its longevity. 
Not for the first time at a racecourse owner’s entrance I did not feel particularly welcome or 
appreciated. Later, Soup-gate as I shall now refer to it took an ironic turn for the worse. 

Transient Bay’s race was the second on the card, a novice hurdle over two and a half miles. 
Seven would run with prizemoney for the first four. Certainly an exciting prospect as we all 
gathered in the parade ring prior to the race. The partnership of twenty was reasonably well 
represented as the regular attendees were becoming established. Over the runs to come I 
would do my best to be one of them. The situation at Hexham would have been even more 
exciting had we known at the time that one of the runners would go on to win the Grand 
National. In truth, I had not even considered One For Arthur as a strong contender for this 
lowly race let alone as a future national hunt star. Lucinda Russell’s runner would finish a 
promising third this day before going on to much bigger and better things. Prior to the race 
there was lengthy discussion with our jockey, Kyle James. Surrounded by around ten people 
he outlined his thoughts directly to me, which did make me feel quite special. In short, his 
expectation was not high in terms of victory but he did predict a promising run to build on. One 
concern at the time was that Phil’s horses were not in great form. In fact his Up the Bees had 
just disappointed in the first race. One thing we were not concerned about was the hurdles 
themselves for our giant thoroughbred. They were no more than a tiny trip hazard to him. The 
official race record reports we were held up behind, pushed along 5th, soon struggling, pulled 
up 4 out. Not a great effort really and there was disappointment, initially mixed with a little 
concern as we were pulled up with almost a circuit to go. Speaking to Kyle straight after the 
run he felt the horse was not himself, was soon very tired and that the run was way too bad to 
be true.  

Whilst I did manage one early short priced winner, punting success would elude me this day. 
In our race I backed the John Quinn trained favourite Zermatt who, whilst getting a little further 
round than Transient Bay was also pulled up. A confident bet on Present Lodger came unstuck 
when the jockey unseated right in front of us. My Dad was faring no better and after race three, 
decided to cash in his bowl of soup voucher. Unfortunately in the owners and trainers bar the 
soup had run out. Don’t worry Dad I bet they have loads left at the general racecourse canteen. 
They did, and it smelt great but this soup there is not for owners and has to be paid for. No 
doubt most of it was thrown away at the end of the day! Three years on I can confirm I have 
largely moved on from Soup-gate and eat soup on a regular basis whether paid for or not. 
Generally though, facilities at Hexham are not great. Certainly, the lack of a stand is a huge 



miss, even allowing for the hillside location. The betting shop is also quite intriguing, a bit like 
the opposite of Dr Who’s Tardis. From the outside it looks ordinary sized but inside there is 
very little room, small screens and something of a rugby scrum environment to overcome to 
get a bet on. Overall, you may have sensed the course is not massively to my liking and it 
would appear the horse agreed. When the fifth race was won by outsider Mrs Grass we knew 
it would not be our day and was time to cut our losses. Disappointed, cold and yes a little 
hungry we headed home. Looking at the day positively it was one of those that gave 
perspective. If the day ever came when we were victorious we would appreciate it more based 
on days like this.  

18) Uttoxeter Racecourse December 2015 
 

 

 
 

 
Twenty years after my previous visit to Uttoxeter I would attend twice in the space of a week 
or so in December 2015. In doing so I learned a great deal about racehorse ownership and 
fulfilled a lifelong ambition. The first visit was not an ideal day to go racing from a work 
perspective. An important meeting I always attend and present at was too late to move. I pulled 
in a favour though, partly sensing that this could be a big day. Certainly not a race to miss as 
we would find out a lot one way or another.  I was really pleased that Transient Bay was 
making his seasonal reappearance at Uttoxeter and hopes were high despite a poor 2014-
2015 season. A couple of pulled ups and tailed offs nearly lead to the conclusion that we were 
all wasting our time with Transient Bay. However, many of Phil Kirby’s horses had been 
running poorly in that period and a couple of more promising runs to conclude the season had 
left us with two things – hope and a potentially well handicapped horse. Expectation was as 
wide as could be as me and my Dad made our way to the Midlands venue. We were quite 
short in the betting in what was clearly not a strong race. I was predicting anything from winning 
to pulling up and everything in between. As the day progressed towards the crucial race six 
this uncertainty would be replaced by optimism and then by confidence. By the time jockey 
Adam Nicol left us in the parade ring it was clear today was indeed the day. 
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We were made very welcome by the racecourse staff and their arrangements for owners were 
very good. Free food and drink in a fairly large owners and trainers facility near the parade 
ring. A poor start in race one from a betting point of view was followed by the first of what 
would be several winners backed on the day. Aubusson was making his debut over fences, 
ridden by rising star Lizzie Kelly. I had backed the combination at Haydock Park the year 
before when they had won a valuable hurdle and I was not about to desert them now, even as 
a short priced favourite. Camped out at the second last fence, my Dad and I watched a 
comfortable win for the combination. The winner was never really asked for maximum effort 
and I planned to follow the horse for the season with interest. A few weeks later Lizzie hit the 
racing headlines when she became the first female jockey to win a grade one race at Kempton. 

 
In between races we bumped in to our trainer Phil Kirby with another of the partnership owners 
and discussed our chances. Initially Phil repeated a lot of what had been previously e-mailed, 
that we had a good each way chance and that he would recommend a large bet if we were 
say 8-1. He could not understand the plunge of money and stated anyone betting to win at the 
current price was very brave. The 5-1 and 6-1 from the previous night was now long gone and 
it looked as if we would go off around 3-1 second favourite. Phil touched on a specific strategy 
to handle the threat of the favourite who was a strong traveller but not necessarily a strong 
finisher. He also expressed concern about the close proximity of the last hurdle to the winning 
post. Our horse does not possess great acceleration so a poor final jump could cost us if we 
were in a battle to the line. This aside everything Phil said was positive and it became clear 
as the conversation progressed he thought we would win. He was not really worried about the 
ground, the horse’s fitness or even the opposition, perhaps the favourite Global Dream aside. 
Reading between the lines his initial nervousness was probably more excitement about a 
potential winner laced with just a hint of self-doubt. By the time the conversation ended I 
understood two things clearly. Firstly that Phil believed we had a very good chance. Secondly 
that many similar conversations over the last couple of days to other partnership owners 
repeated and passed on had resulted in the current price. The conversation reminded me of 
a very contrasting one I had with trainer Chris Thornton when our horse Pic N Mix was making 
his debut at Haydock Park many years before. Excitement and anticipation that day was soon 
dampened when Chris explained we had no real speed to win at the five furlong trip and would 
want much further in time. Our chance he explained depended on that being the case for all 
the other two year old newcomers in the race. Pic N Mix finished last. 

The conversation with Phil nearly cost me a winner but I just got a bet on prior to the start of 
race three. For Good Measure trained by Philip Hobbs, owned by J P McManus and ridden 
by Richard Johnson was making his handicap debut. Not a bad combination and the team 
rewarded my speed to get a bet on with a facile win. When I backed the next two winners as 
well, Baywing and April Dusk my confidence was high as the big race of the day arrived. My 
Dad also backed plenty of winners himself that day and even better, looked like he had 
secured the Placepot at Southwell. His horse was in a tight photo for third in the final leg. 
However, we had to check the result later as it was time to get to the parade ring for Transient 
Bay’s race. Later in a rare low spot on a wonderful day we discovered he had missed out by 
a nose for around £80. 

 
As the Waking Ned Partnership gathered in the parade ring confidence was high. When jockey 
Adam Nicol arrived his anticipation of this ride was clear. He was very excited and had also 
not eaten properly in two days to make the racing weight. We watched the race in the main 
stand with some of the other owners. For the majority of the race things went perfectly. We 
set off quite prominent and jumped well with the field travelling at a solid pace. As the race 
began to unfold one or two runners started to flag and drop away. As this was happening our 
strong travelling runner began to push on and stretch out the field. As they began to turn for 
home Transient Bay began to build a lead, with all the others toiling in his wake, including the 



favourite Global Dream who was clearly beaten. Entering the straight he began to pull away 
six, eight, ten lengths clear. Is this really going to happen – it was almost too good to be true. 
We were cruising in front. Way behind us the other runners were making little inroads and 
jumping sporadically. As we approached the second last we must have been trading at 1-20 
or lower in running. This is one of the amazing things about horse racing. Very quickly the 
picture can change. You have not won until you are past the post. Three things happened in 
the last half mile to bring us back to the reality of horse racing. Firstly we almost came down 
at the second last hurdle. He jumped it fine but then stumbled a little on landing, losing both 
speed and momentum. This, secondly coincided with the now staying on well Dandy Duke 
emerging as an unexpected challenger. Ten lengths had now become six as they set off on 
the long run to the last hurdle. Thirdly and suddenly Transient Bay was all over the place. 
Tired, inexperienced and out in front on his own he began a mini tribute to Crisp from the 
Grand National all those years ago. As the two leaders approached the last there was now 
little between them. The dream was evaporating before my eyes. I was thinking about what 
Phil had said about the last hurdle and that second would still be pretty good. The horse had 
different ideas though. He jumped the last well. Upon eye-balling his opponent he then clarified 
that it was more boredom than fatigue that explained his wobble between the last two hurdles. 
With effective encouragement from Adam he saw off this final challenger and won going away 
by the line. For the first time I was a winning racehorse owner actually there at the course to 
see it all happen. A brilliant moment and incredible to share it with my Dad who had initiated 
this journey over thirty years ago.  
 
The next half hour was a fantastic blur. A joyous gathering in the winner’s enclosure. 
Photographs. The presentation to winning connections. More photographs. We were then 
taken to watch a replay of the race whilst toasting the win with champagne. It was a lot more 
comfortable to watch second time around. I was so focused on our own runner I had no idea 
during the race itself who our last hurdle challenger was. We collected our winnings and 
thought about our share of the prize money. The whole experience was great but now there 
was something even more wonderful. The real win was the realistic potential we now had. We 
were probably well handicapped, improving, likely to be better over fences. Thoughts turned 
to our next run. The future was very exciting indeed. 

Thanks to Phil and his team for an incredible day. 

We returned ten days later looking for a quick follow up win, carrying a seven pound penalty 
for the previous victory. Like last time the weather was kind to us, especially for December. 
Like last time we were running in a very winnable looking hurdle race over two and a half 
miles. Only Hollywood All Star, another last time out winner looked a serious threat. As we set 
off to the course we were even money favourite and the selection of the majority of tipsters. 
There were however three big differences from last time to this. Firstly, we now had 
expectation rather than hope. On the way, worst case scenario felt like coming second. On 
arrival, another difference was the atmosphere at the course. It had a pre-Christmas feel, with 
many enjoying a Christmas party and lots more in attendance than the previous Tuesday. 
There was a high proportion of new racegoers and my Dad found himself offering advice and 
tips to the inexperienced in the racecourse betting shop. The third big difference was that 
today’s handicap hurdle was for less experienced conditional and amateur jockeys which ruled 
out regular pilot Adam Nicol. This was to prove very significant. 

We had a free lunch once again in the owners and trainers bar where we were joined by Phil 
and some of the other partnership owners. Whilst we ate, our runner and Phil were featured 
in the racing preview on the screens nearby. Phil once again seemed very confident. 
Discussion turned to the future. Transient Bay would soon be schooled over fences and could 
be running in novice handicap chases sooner rather than later. Phil explained to us the 
benefits of this option. We then sat and listened to him instruct another jockey who was riding 



for him at Southwell later that day. All a priceless insight for racing enthusiasts like my Dad 
and I. 

 
Pre-race we were becoming a very strong favourite indeed. I had expected us to be closely 
matched to Hollywood All Star in the betting but we were now odds on and he was drifting 
towards 3-1. Whilst we did have a bet on our short priced charge both me and my dad were 
tempted in when the 3-1 became available. A value bet we could not ignore even if slightly 
dis-loyal. Our race now had two non-runners which reduced the field to six which on our first 
reaction seemed to be good news. An even bigger contingent of owners entered the parade 
ring awaiting our jockey David Noonan. He was an up and coming young jockey who the 
previous weekend had won a race at Cheltenham. We were not the only people who were 
interested in what he had to say. As he arrived our conversation was cut short by the 
Attheraces cameras who initially interviewed the group and then specifically the jockey 
himself. He revealed to the viewers that he had spoken to Adam Nicol about the ride and was 
confident about our chances. Perhaps a little too confident. 

 
 

David had never sat on the horse before and this would prove critical as the race unfolded. 
We never had a chance to discuss that a strong pace would be ideal for us and would test the 
stamina of main danger Hollywood All Star, who had previously won over two miles. Perhaps 
he knew this already and had been fully briefed by Phil. When the six runners set off it was 
obvious nobody wanted to force the pace so they began at a crawl. Looking back the two most 
likely front runners were the two non-runners. Surely we need to push on and establish a more 
credible test. For the first half of the race they jogged round as a tightly knit group much slower 
than we would want. As they passed us with a circuit to go we could sense this would mean 
defeat. The race would end up as a sprint and our relentless galloping skills would not come 
to the fore. I was wishing we could speak to the jockey during the race to ask what he was 
playing at and get him to force the pace. I shouted at him anyway from the stands but more 
out of frustration than any real sense that he would hear me. The pace slowly picked up down 
the back straight but it was too little too late. As the kick for home began on the home turn we 
were clearly in trouble. The horse battled on to finish a poor fourth, with Hollywood All Star a 
very comfortable winner. On reflection I do believe if the race had been run to suit us we may 
have struggled to beat the eventual winner. David’s explanation after the race was that he did 
not feel our horse had the experience to force the pace. It would have been nice to find out! 
The consensus amongst the owners was that he had ridden a stinker and that it was his 
inexperience that had cost us and not the horses. A disappointing result for sure but as a 
group we knew this was not a true reflection of our horse’s new found ability. Transient Bay 
was fine and there would be another day for sure. Later I heard a random disgruntled punter 
lamenting our effort and suggesting we had not tried to win. It did feel strange to feel part of a 
group that had let favourite backers down. Horse racing is complex but not in my experience 
fixed. 
 

 
We discreetly collected our Hollywood All Star winnings and prepared for the next big event 
of the day. The “who is wearing the best Christmas jumper competition?” This was being held 
in the winner’s enclosure between races three and four. Prizes included free racing tickets and 
free bets. Not being one to shy away from such competitions, I was wearing my newly acquired 
Christmas jumper in preparation. The entrants, perhaps thirty hardy competitors, were 
encouraged to line up in the winners enclosure. As the judges assessed the contenders my 
Dad decided to enter the winner’s enclosure to get a better photo of proceedings. Quite a 
crowd had gathered to watch and my Dad very much came across as the official racecourse 
photographer. The only clue that he was not was the shocking photographs he took. 
Controversially I was not selected as a winner despite flashing at the judges at the appropriate 
moment! Indeed, this was not a day for lots of winners like the previous week and things overall 
had not panned out as expected. I did however manage to find one good winner just prior to 



setting off for home, this time at the Ascot away meeting. Coming to the last Le Mercurey was 
looking well beaten by Amore Alato. The latter though hit the last, unseated the jockey and 
handed me a fortunate victory. An ironic reminder that for every winner there is at least one 
unlucky loser waiting for another chance at glory. 
 
 

27) Towcester Racecourse February 2016 
 

 
 
 
Following a twenty four year gap I returned to Towcester in 2016 as co-owner of a horse with 
a realistic chance in the handicap hurdle. Transient Bay was in good form having already won 
two out of three similar races so far that season. Up in the weights and with sixteen opponents 
this would be a proper test. The racecourse website promised a truly unique racing 
experience. They would not let me down, but not in a good way. On arrival I could see the old 
stands had been replaced by fantastic looking new ones. In fact the whole scene was almost 
a truly beautiful set up for racing. I say almost because opposite the main stand, just behind 
the winning post was a new greyhound track. On a raised platform, obscuring part of the horse 
racing track it tended to detract from the quality of the set up. Whilst no doubt essential for 
commercial reasons it was something of a blot on an otherwise beautiful landscape. In addition 
the stands for some reason had one key thing missing, a roof. On a day when the rain fell in 
biblical proportions this came across as a massive oversight. Sure it is a little unfair of me to 
blame Towcester for the weather but rain in February is far from unprecedented. Normally I 
would not attend a meeting when the forecast was this bad but plans had been made and 
having missed Transient Bay's last win at Wetherby I did not want to miss out again. 
 
I set off early with my Dad for company, and initial signs were not positive for the day ahead. 
After what should have been a three hour trip that took nearly five hours we arrived only just 
in time for race one. Traffic congestion, roadworks, heavy rain and local racecourse traffic all 
contributed to the delays, but at least we were there and the meeting was on. Then, after a 
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brief wrestling match with an old umbrella I ended up with a sliced finger. This resulted in an 
unlikely visit to the racecourse medical room. All kitted out ready to deal with jockeys suffering 
from broken ribs, concussion and the like I warmed up the three medical staff with a plaster 
request for my gushing finger. 

Unusually, Towcester does not charge for entry. This appeared to have two consequences. 
One that there was a higher than normal turnout for a wet Wednesday in February. Two that 
the approach to handing out owners badges was a far more relaxed affair than normal. We 
simply had to say the name of our horse to be given two badges and two racecards. Strangely 
the racecards were dated Thursday 17th March (the next scheduled meeting) which was 
another early indicator that all was not well with the management of this racecourse. The 
badges gave us entry to the owners and trainers marquee which seemed to be one of only a 
few areas that was spacious, dry and warm. We had little time to enjoy this area though as 
our late arrival meant we were a little unprepared in terms of form study. In race one we played 
it safe and both backed the odds on winner, who just about landed the odds. In race two we 
backed separate fancied runners and finished second and third to the Barry Leavy trained 
Georgian Firebird. On reflection and perhaps with hindsight this 11-1 shot looked like a horse 
we should have considered. Not to worry though the day was all about Transient Bay and his 
race was next. 

The meeting was well attended by the other owners of Transient Bay who form the Waking 
Ned Partnership and we formed a strong contingent in the parade ring as we awaited jockey 
Adam Nicol. Conversation with the other owners had become a very positive part of the 
ownership experience. Confidence was high and the mood was positive despite the continued 
rain. I had secured a decent each way bet at 11-2 with the only racecourse bookmaker offering 
a quarter the odds a place. Another poor effort. Adam appeared immaculately presented and 
conversation turned to his previous experience at Towcester. Surprisingly, like me he had only 
raced here once before and could not remember much about it other than the race was run 
on firm ground. Hardly an ideal preparation though the key was how well he knew the horse. 
In the race itself Adam was initially well placed just behind the leaders but as the field began 
the second circuit down the far side of the track Transient Bay lost his place and faded towards 
the back of the pack. Just at the point when we were about to give up hope of another good 
run the field started the climb towards home. This began to take its toll on many contenders 
but seemed to give our horse a new lease of life. Having dropped from third to tenth, with two 
to jump we were back in fifth with a realistic chance of fourth or maybe even third. He bravely 
stayed on up the hill to secure fourth, ensuring our each way bets were rewarded and secure 
us a little more prize money. Covered in mud and wet through Adam reported that the horse 
did not handle the downhill part of the track and that we should stick to flat galloping tracks 
like Wetherby and Newcastle. He also suggested we ran over further next time, perhaps two 
miles six furlongs or three miles.  

With the weather deteriorating further we stayed for only one more race, a competitive looking 
chase. I backed three in the race including £10 on the eventual winner Emma Soda at 6-1. It 
was nice to finish on a winner. Unfortunately the day’s story was far from over as we returned 
to the car park and attempted to leave a now saturated field. Having driven on to it no problem 
two hours earlier it was soon clear we were going nowhere. I was really frustrated at my initial 
failed attempt to reach the promised land of the road that bisected the field. As a few more 
early leavers arrived most could not escape the field. I have to admit this made me feel a little 
better in some ways. On hand to deal with this problem was a very helpful young chap with a 
tractor who began towing car after car to safety. My dad had secured an early request for 
assistance with 95% of the racegoers still engaged in watching races five to seven unaware 
of the pending problem. Over the next hour the situation and conditions worsened further. 
More cars got stuck, more racegoers were leaving early making their case for assistance and 
the lone tractor progressed at a very steady pace. Unfortunately this kind of situation can bring 
out the worst in some people. There was some blatant queue jumping and real potential for 



trouble. In others like my Dad situations like this can bring out the best. He remained calm 
throughout, kept pressing our case in a friendly manner whilst helping lots of others get out of 
the mud. Pretty impressive for someone in his seventies. What was clearly missing from the 
racecourse was organisation and manpower. Just before the last race was run, an hour and 
a quarter after we got stuck our turn came and we were free. The potential carnage we were 
leaving behind was pretty scary given the hundreds of new drivers who were about to descend 
on this already troubled scene. A big thank you to the young tractor driver who kept going in 
the face of significant pressure and did his best in very difficult circumstances. As we made 
the long journey home we agreed our next day at the races would be closer to home and on 
a sunny day. 

 
 

42) Ayr Racecourse January 2017 
 

 
 
 
Tucked away on the West coast of Scotland Ayr is not the easiest racecourse to get to, pretty 
much wherever you are based. To come this far there had to be a good reason, even for a 
good set up like Ayr. This day we would see my horse Transient Bay’s long awaited chase 
debut. I was not going to miss this. One of the largest horses in training, Stenna as he is known 
always looked like a chaser in the making. If jumping fences could bring about some further 
improvement in the horse we could maybe progress from moderate handicaps to some of the 
decent and more valuable staying chases held pretty much every Winter Saturday. This 
potential had no doubt occupied the thoughts of all partnership members over the summer 
following three wins in the 2015-16 season, including one at Ayr. Optimism was a little more 
guarded now however following two inauspicious runs to start the 2016-17 campaign. A pulled 
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up at Uttoxeter was followed by another at Ayr. The first we put down to lack of fitness, the 
second we possibly ran over half a mile too far. Expectation was certainly mixed but worryingly 
the spectre of a breathing issue, common in larger horses, was now being talked about. 
 
Nevertheless, I had always planned to ensure I was at the chase debut. Indeed this was my 
first runner over fences as an owner. So on a cold Sunday in January my Dad and I headed 
north in preparation for Monday’s meeting. In truth, I did not really want to go in some ways. 
Not wanting to give up Sunday with my wife and kids was a positive reflection on something 
approaching domestic bliss. They too genuinely seemed to not want me to go. Possibly my 
decision to take the family IPad with me could have been a factor! We were booked in to a 
Premier Inn not far from the racecourse which proved to be a good decision. It was welcoming, 
modern and certainly not busy. In fact prior to our horse running almost everything about this 
trip had gone really well. The only negative was cutting across to Ayr on the dodgy A70 in poor 
driving conditions. There was still a slight chance that the meeting would not go ahead if we 
had a lot of rain. Thankfully it was misty, murky, grey, quite windy but not very wet. Welcome 
to Scotland! 
 
That evening at the hotel, a meal and a few drinks with my Dad proved to be an enlightening 
and enjoyable experience. Normally our conversations revolve around horse racing, family 
and football, usually in that order. With additional time on our hands we had a rare reflective 
conversation about our life paths, choices we made and the future – much bigger stuff than 
normal. He shared with me some new material – unheard stories from for example when he 
was doing nursing training and lived with one of his brothers. This was quality time, unusually 
slow paced in my busy modern lifestyle. As we talked I became very pleased with my decision 
to take this trip. Too often in the past I have taken the easy option and stayed at home. Now 
this contentment at forty-five years old may not be my pinnacle in life but that Sunday night in 
Scotland, anticipating maybe a big day ahead, things felt pretty good. In fact it felt like I was a 
winner whatever the outcome of the big race. In the background though, an unexpected 
element to this story was developing online. Having been priced up at around 14-1 in the initial 
Sunday afternoon market a sustained number of bets meant by the time we awoke the 
following morning we would be 4-1 second favourite. Clearly someone knew something but 
why wasn’t that me? 

 
The set up for owners at Ayr is pretty impressive and in many ways sets the standard for 
others to follow. Owners are correctly prioritised and looked after. Great parking facilities, 
plenty of well organised staff and an amazing lunch set you up for a great day. Within the 
confines of the hotel near the parade ring a function room is where the food is served. We 
shared a table with trainer Phil Kirby and many of the other partnership members. Phil 
informed us that the Golden Horse tipping line had made Transient Bay one of their bets of 
the season. He really wasn’t sure why. After lengthy discussion we concluded that, whilst we 
have a chance, the current 4-1 was very poor value. Perhaps 8-1 was about right. In the third 
race I had planned to back Brydon Boy, who had recently been defeated by Phil’s Courtown 
Oscar in a hard-fought battle at Hereford. Phil’s insight would be of interest. He felt my 
selection would likely be feeling the effects of that duel and offered an alternative selection, 
Sevenballs of Fire, who he knew was strongly fancied by fellow trainer Iain Jardine. Fair 
enough, consider my allegiance switched. 
 
The meeting was poorly attended, which is not totally surprising for a cold January Monday 
but certainly the reasonable quality card and good facilities deserved more. Another 
disappointment within this spacious racecourse was the presence of only a handful of 
bookmakers. Hardly a betting market at all, watering down one of my favourite aspects of 
going racing. Since I was a boy I have loved chasing round after the best price. Having a 
winner is great but backing it at a briefly available best price is extremely rewarding. So trying 
to back the favourite in race one and seeing the same price on every board was somewhat 
deflating. On a positive note both my Dad and I backed the easy winner Fairlee Grey. Then, 



however we discovered these bookmakers pay out mainly in strangely coloured and sized 
Scottish bank notes. This would prove mainly a fleeting problem as over the course of the day 
the performance of our selections would not test the thickness of our wallets or pockets! The 
racecourse stands had been upgraded since my last visit though elements of the old stands 
remained, integrated into the new. Race two was won by the Gordon Elliott trained Whizzey 
Rascal. Quite a few Irish trainers had made the trip this day. He also trained the likely favourite, 
Holeinthewall Bar for Transient Bay’s race later in the day. Meanwhile in race three Sevenballs 
of Fire ran poorly, weighed down by my heavy investment. My frustration was compounded 
by the easy and impressive victory of Brydon Boy. Cheers for that Phil! Following this and a 
near certain victory at Wolverhampton snatched away on the line, it was beginning to look like 
this would not be my day. However, success or failure on this day would inevitably be defined 
by the performance of our chase debutant Transient Bay. 
 
Confidence was largely subdued as Adam Nicol mounted for our big race. The market, or 
Ayr’s version of that at least, had bounced back the other way with our horse drifting to a more 
realistic price. Following some great wins the previous season and probably two years building 
up to a run over fences the run itself proved to be a massive anti-climax. He never looked 
comfortable jumping and only got halfway round before Adam pulled him up. He was jumping 
safely but somewhat sluggishly. He was never really travelling with any enthusiasm, a bit like 
me on the journey home later! Adam explained he was not happy with the horse at any stage 
and so played things safe. He re-iterated his concerns about the horse’s breathing. The horse 
had made noises during the race that would require investigation, possibly an operation. 
Transient Bay himself seemed content enough, which was at least something positive for this 
disgruntled partnership group to reflect on. During the long journey home I would have given 
you decent odds on Stenna winning his next race. Nothing pointed to it. There was even a 
possibility he would not run again. Surprisingly though a few weeks later he did run and win at 
the rewarding odds of 16-1. Perhaps the Golden Horse people were onto something after all! 
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Following three pulled ups there was much debate amongst connections about the future for 

Transient Bay. Did the horse have a breathing problem? Was he fit enough? Was he simply 

not good enough to win off his current mark? On 28th January I weighed in as follows:  

“I believe Stenna’s ability has perhaps been understated. This season we have had issues 

relating to fitness, breathing and jumping fences which have prevented us from showing up 

well with our current handicap mark. We cannot make a conclusive judgement based on these 

runs. In our second run this season we turned for home travelling well and looking very much 

in contention. Had that race been over two and half miles I am sure we would have been 

placed. Prior to the latest run at Ayr, Phil was uncertain how we would perform but was 

confident he had the ability to win off this mark. Last season was a great success, in truth 

largely based on starting with a very well handicapped horse. He did put in some very good 

performances off these lower marks winning three races very easily, to me demonstrating he 

is much better than those marks. He ran very well in his defeat on his final run at Uttoxeter 

which was off pretty much his current handicap mark. His performance in this race was very 

much like his earlier wins, travelling well and taking over turning for home. He lost this race in 

my opinion due to the extended distance, not the class of the race. I also think he might well 

have won with Adam on board claiming 3lbs. If we conclude this was a poor race of this class 

then we should try to find another one. In short, I believe a fully fit Transient Bay running over 

two and a half miles can be very competitive off his current mark, though I do accept running 

with a higher weight in a lower grade race might suit better……Over the next few runs we will 

either run well or get better handicapped for the future. Both scenarios are positive for me. 

With this in mind could I suggest we are a bit more flexible about where we run as the racing 

schedule has previously restricted us. Running gets us fitter. If we ran at a slightly less optimal 

course the worst case scenario is maybe dropping an extra pound or two. Just a thought. 

Looking forward to the next run.” 

The ultimate outcome was that we would keep running and see what happens. So on 11th 

February I returned to Uttoxeter to watch Stenna, this time accompanied by my wife Claire. 

Attracted by the much heralded Uttoxeter hospitality my Dad was jocked off and confined to 

babysitting duties. The weather, as is often the case in this wonderful country of ours became 

a factor. A risk of frost led the racecourse to place protective covers over the racing surface. 

A relatively new innovation that normally works well. This precaution however was to backfire 

in a most unusual way. Mid-morning the racecourse was hit by a short but significant burst of 

snow. Sat on top of the covers the snow prevented the covers from being easily moved. As 

we travelled towards the course a series of inspections were called and a race against time 

began. Could the racecourse staff remove the covers in time for racing to commence. Could 

Jason and Claire get stuck into the complimentary food before the meeting was abandoned? 

In total there were four inspections, the last after we arrived on course. We only saw snow 

within mile or two of the course. Happily in the end the course was cleared, racing would 

commence and hunger was satisfied.  

The weather situation combined with the time of year and an unimpressive card contributed 

to what was a disappointing attendance, particularly for a Saturday. In punting terms this would 

largely be a good day for the fancied runners. This in turn would be good news for me as I 

often invest in the obvious. The well named trio Poppy Kay, Quids In and Lovenormoney 

boosted our funds in the early races much to the approval of Mrs. Tomlinson. In race six 

Master Jake was an obvious choice for us despite the presence of Phil’s runner Eastview Boy. 

Our son is called Jake. Turning for home Claire was already spending our winnings as Master 

Jake skipped fifteen lengths clear with three to jump. Soon after though he began to display 

many of the classic warning signs of a very tired horse; a shortening stride, wondering all over 

the track with his head set at a jaunty angle. All that was missing was a white flag of surrender! 



By the last he was only two lengths up. He was overtaken on the run in by Rock On Rocky 

much to our dismay. Eastview Boy was pulled up which did not bode well for the final race on 

the card which would feature Transient Bay.  

It is hard to be confident about a horse that has not completed his last three races but I was 

certainly hopeful. From a betting perspective he had run too well at Uttoxeter before to be 

ignored at around 16-1. Flushed from my earlier wins I had a decent each way bet with both 

an on course bookmaker and in the racecourse betting shop. Significantly this optimism was 

soon mirrored by our jockey for the day. Up step Tommy Dowson. Adam Nicol had 

understandably chosen Phil’s other runner Discay. This gave Tommy an opportunity. An 

impressive young man entered the parade ring with a mixture of confidence and calm 

assurance. Without a hint of arrogance he simply told us he would ride the horse positively, 

near the front, planning to give us every chance of victory. Then he simply did exactly that, 

perhaps demonstrating the power of positive thinking and the subtle importance of psychology 

in sport. The run was very similar to his previous wins. Always in a prominent position 

Transient Bay tracked the leader before taking up the running down the back straight. Once 

in the home straight he galloped on relentlessly to the line and was never passed. Fantastic. 

The main difference with this win was that it was not really expected. Probably because of this 

it is the one I have enjoyed the most. Despite a strong challenge from favourite Big Meadow 

our own ‘Big’ lad had made it win number four. As he crossed the line I simply said “wow.” 

What a result. Mike Cattermole summed it up well after the race on Attheraces, commenting 

on his previous runs saying “Goodness knows what was wrong with him.” Certainly Phil wasn’t 

sure but he still had to go and explain the improvement in form to the stewards! 

The next half hour was wonderfully frenetic. Greeting our horse in the winner’s enclosure were 

a very happy group of owners. There were lots of photos, interaction with the sponsors, excited 

conversation, more photos, all followed by the presentation. Given this was the last race of 

the day I then had the difficulty of collecting my winnings from two sources before the betting 

shop closed and our friendly bookmaker left the course. I just about manged it in time to watch 

a re-run of the big race in the private box they allocate at Uttoxeter to owners. There I relived 

the action stood next to Phil. He seemed more convinced than me that he was always going 

to hold on from the favourite. These are the quality moments owners crave. The winning run 

is analysed and more ambitious future plans are being discussed. There is a real buzz of 

excitement within the group. The win meant Phil was keeping up his target for the year of at 

least a winner per week. This was in fact a great moment for Phil who, without really needing 

it, had perhaps a sense of redemption following the earlier disappointing runs. I am sure it is 

fair to say that in general owners are often difficult to please. I myself must admit to feeling 

some negative thoughts amongst the overall joy. Despite the wonderful win I was very aware 

of my racing friends and work colleagues who had not have backed Stenna on this occasion 

having backed him on his previous pulled up runs. I have even complained earlier in this 

paragraph about the pitfalls of collecting wads of cash at the end of a meeting. Indeed, one of 

our intrepid bunch even complained the starting price was only 16-1, as we had touched 20-1 

before the off.  

Congratulations to Phil and his team for another great win and a special mention to Tommy 

for a confident ride. I am very much looking forward to the new season and hopefully win 

number five. If not I’ll try not to complain too much! 

 

The journey continues……… 

 


